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Abstract—Since 1946 methods for sensory substitution of vision
has been studied; however, half a century after the beginning of
this line of research, this keep been a massive problem in a world
with about 50.6 million people with irreversible blindness. This
research presents how self-help devices for visually impaired are
approach in recent years and proposes a new approach based on
object recognition with deep learning. Through it, it is possible
to perceive the trends in this line of research, how devices obtain
information from the environment, how they interact with users,
and other aspects — pointing essential factors to all those who
research or wish to study this area.

Index Terms—Vision Substitution, Computer Vision, Assistive
Technologies, Visual Impairment, Object Detection, Deep Learn-
ing, Tensor Flow Lite, Mobile.

I. INTRODUCTION

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), near

of 253 million people in the world live with a kind of visual

impairment, of that, 36 million are blind, and 217 million have

a moderate to severe visual loss. Besides that, one fundamental

data is that 80% of all visual impairment in the world would

not exist with prevention and treatment [1]. For these people,

a technological approach is irrelevant because better health

conditions would be enough to restore their sight.

The target audience of technologies for sensory substitution

of vision is almost 50.6 million people who have a cureless

visual impairment, of those 1.4 million are kids with less than

15 years. This line of research could change the way millions

of people interact with the world, being an opportunity for

independence and social inclusion [2]. Researchers point out

that this group would be three times bigger by the years 2050

because of population growth and aging [3].

Even with all needs showed, tools and techniques for

sensory substitution of vision have low acceptance by users,

and most of them are not adapted for the use of children

[4]. Researchers and companies are developing devices along

decades; Papers by Haskins Lab presents the use of ultrasonic

sensors and others alternatives since 1946 [5], but they were

never applied widespread because of long and hard training

need [6].

There are many approaches to the development of a device

to help visually impaired people; they differ from each other,

mainly by hardware, way of sensing, and user interaction

[7]. Taking into account the relevance of this problem, the

spread of this research line and the number of devices already

produced, this paper presents a literature review of this area

and gives a proposition as a lead to a good development

approach. Making it easier to research groups not execute

the same mistakes from decades ago and finally produces

acceptable devices and solutions for widespread use.

Following sections show each aspect of a literature review

and each step using the software StArt as a model. This project

was developed also using review papers as a reference [8] [9]

but looking for a robust pipeline. The paper method chosen

for literature review was a systematic mapping, and it differs

a little from a systematic review; both are secondary studies,

systematic mapping has the objective of link related researches

by using essential questions, while systematic review evaluates

researches qualitatively by research questions.

The systematic mapping starts with planning step found in

Section II, in that section the research protocol is followed

using the reference software mentioned. After that, following

this protocol, papers are collected from the databases. Authors

used titles, abstracts, and keywords for selection and after that,

read and classified the full texts, shown in Section III. After

extraction, Section IV exposes data analyses and Section V

and VI a proposition and conclusions.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW PROTOCOL

Sensory substitution of vision is a vast research area, so

an excellent way to do a literature review is by a systematic

mapping. The steps of a systematic mapping are research

questions, protocol, analysis, and conclusion. Analysis and

conclusion steps answer relevant questions and objectives. The

protocol makes possible repeatability, and the next sections

show its steps [8].
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A. Research Objective

Investigate original studies in the literature that are related to

interaction methods for devices used as a sensory substitution

of vision. Separate the way that these devices are used to

the navigation and environment identification. Then shows the

differences between these devices and identify the trends in

research lines for this study area.

B. Main Questions

The following questions were relevant using the research

objective as a direction:

• What are the methods and techniques used for sensory

substitution of vision?

• What is the hardware used in the devices?

• How do interaction and feedback work ?

• What environment these devices are planned to use?

With these questions, it is possible to track tendencies and

evolution in this area of research. Knowing which methods are

used and techniques along the years in each aspect (hardware,

feedback, and environment) it is possible to know the evolution

and conclusions already made by researchers.

C. Population

The population target were original papers about devices

for sensory substitution of vision. It also included papers

focused on interaction with blind users and about in developing

devices. Another target is that the papers should be available

at high confidence databases [10].

D. Intervention

Evaluation tools and techniques were used as an approach

for this paper, systematically showing the adopted metrics.

E. Research Method and Used Strings

Authors chose digital peer-reviewed databases to develop

the review. The criteria for selection were the relevance of

database for the research area, the regularity of updates, and

the availability of bibliography data [10]. Research strings

were used to return papers to answer the main questions. Au-

thors choose strings that joined ”visual impairment”, ”sensory

substitution”, and ”guidance”. These strings included synony-

mous and vocabulary variations to get a maximum number of

papers. For each database authors used the following strings:

• Scopus: ((”blind” OR ”visual impairment” OR ”visually
impaired”) AND (”sensory substitution” OR ”naviga-
tion device” OR ”Vision substitution” OR ”Self-Help
Devices” OR ”Assistive technologies”) AND (navigation
OR guiding OR Guidance OR wayfinding));

• ScienceDirect: ( ( ”blindness” OR ”visually impaired”
) AND ( ”sensory substitution” OR ”navigation device”
OR ”Vision substitution” OR ”Self-Help Devices” OR
”Assistive technology” ) AND ( navigation OR guiding )
);

• IEEE: ((( ”blind” OR ”visual impairment” OR ”vi-
sually impaired” ) AND ( ”sensory substitution” OR

”navigation device” OR ”Vision substitution” OR ”Self-
Help Devices” OR ”Assistive technologies” ) AND (
navigation OR guiding OR guidance OR wayfinding )));

• PubMed: (((”blind” OR ”visual impairment” OR ”visu-
ally impaired”)) AND (”sensory substitution” OR ”nav-
igation device” OR ”Vision substitution” OR ”Self-Help
Devices” OR ”Assistive technologies”)) AND (navigation
OR guiding OR guidance OR wayfinding).

F. Control

The control group was composed of five articles [11] [12]

[13] [14] [15]. These papers have the most number of citations

in this area of research and present fully developed devices.

They indicated if a string was returning expected results by

their show or not in the research. If a string was not including

one of the five notorious articles, it should be changed until

they were getting in the research.

G. Results

The authors wanted to obtain a broad vision and knowledge

of the diversity of methods and techniques used to a sensory

substitution of vision — also an identification of trends in this

research line.

H. Application

Researchers in the research line of sensory substitution of

vision that develops devices and tools for interaction with

visually impaired people can use this systematic mapping. This

paper identifies opportunities for research, challenges in their

development and trends in this line of search.

I. Tools and Instrumentation

The databases used in the research were: Scopus, ScienceDi-

rect, IEEE Xplore, and PubMed. They are regularly updated,

and the first three are essential in the area of computer science

and the last one in the medical area, this is also important in

the research line of sensory substitution of vision [10].

After getting research results using previous strings, papers

were uploaded to StArt software. The software has three steps:

planning, execution, and summarization. Planning presents and

builds the review protocol, execution step identifies, select, and

preliminary extract data from relevant papers and summariza-

tion presents conclusions and results [9].

J. Study Selection Criteria

Primary criteria used to obtain results in each search session

for different databases:

• Papers published in English;

• Papers on indexed databases.

Authors choose these criteria to help others researches to

reproduce the review. After research using initial criteria, the

authors used other rules for selection and extraction. The

criteria for selection inclusion were:

• Studies about the interaction of visually impaired people

with assistive technologies;

• Devices and prototypes for sensory substitution of vision;
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The authors choose these criteria to select the papers about

developing a device for help in the sensorial substitution of

vision. The exclusion criteria were:

• Sensory substitution of others senses besides vision;

• Posters and short papers researches;

• Do not identify objects or help in navigation;

• Papers about the same device;

• Articles exclusive about medical aspects without use of

devices or software;

• Researches published before 2013;

• Researches that are only available in books.

With these exclusion criteria, authors excluded papers about

other senses, papers with only medical aspects, and papers not

relevant for the research of this kind of devices.

The authors used different categories and their expressions

for data extraction. These data made it possible to obtain

relevant data for answering the main questions quantitatively.

These categories were:

• Database. Register database used at each search session:

(a) Scopus, (b) ScienceDirect, (c) IEEE Xplore, (d)

PubMed;

• Kind of device. Register which hardware was used: (a)

Smartphone, (b) Developed by author, (c) Smart Glasses,

(d) Kinect, (e) Find in the market;

• Device positioning in user. Register the place the device

is used: (a) Glasses, (b) Cane, (c) Walker, (d) Clothes, (e)

Hand, (f) Shoes, (g) Fixed place in room;

• User interaction. Register how the feedback is sent to

the user: (a) Audible, (b) Tactile in skin, (c) Tactile in

tongue, (d) Tactile by vibration in hand;

• Application. Register which environment the device was

developed for: (a) Indoor, (b) Outdoor, (c) Specific room,

(d) General;

• Sensor used. Register which sensing method was used:

(a) Camera, (b) Infrared, (c) Ultrasonic, (d) GPS, (e)

RFID or NFC, (f) Compass or accelerometer, (g) Laser,

(h) BLE or WiFI, (i) Other.

III. SYSTEMATIC MAPPING

Following sections will expose the execution and results

obtained during the research after established the protocol.

After all search sessions, the authors obtained 570 papers,

but 152 were duplicates. This massive number of duplicates,

26.7% of all papers, happened because of the use of different

sources. Scopus database returned the most number of papers;

the authors made de research between May and July of 2018.

The Table I will express the number of papers considerate in

each step.

A. Selection

The research reviewed 418 papers during the selection step.

Each of them evaluated with inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Titles, abstracts and keywords were read and considered for

acceptance or rejection. Those 212 papers passed the criteria,

50.7% of all papers were selected for the extraction as can be

seen in Table I.

B. Extraction

In the extraction step 212 papers were read and classified

by inclusion and exclusion criteria. Of 212 papers, only 92 or

43.4% were selected for analysis. From the total of papers,

22% were selected to analysis as seen in Table I.

TABLE I
NUMBER OF PAPERS APPROVED IN EACH STEP

Database Preliminary Search Selection Extraction
ScienceDirect 22 9 8

Scopus 386 177 74
IEEE Xplore 95 22 8

PubMed 67 4 2
Total 570 212 92

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

In this section, the data obtained in the systematic mapping

was analysed to answer each of the research questions.

What are the methods and techniques used for sensory
substitution of vision?

The most used techniques and methods are the ones that use

cameras for environment sensing and give audible feedback

as seen in Table II and Fig. 2. These methods are the most

used because of the level of abstraction and details that can

be caught by a camera and processed with computer vision

techniques. In this aspect, some tendencies are the use of

object recognition, techniques used in autonomous vehicles,

and methods for plate, text and people recognition [16] [17].

What is the hardware used in the devices?
Many researchers develop a device instead of using a third

party one, but there is also a tendency in using smartphones

as a device to help visually impaired people as seen in Fig. 1.

The expansion in the use of smartphones all around the world

and adaptability for visually impaired people explains the

increase in the development in this trend. Another important

aspect is the plurality of uses for a smartphone and hardware

capabilities in a low price device [18].

How do interaction and feedback work?
In concerning of interaction method for feedback, the most

used are audible and tactile by vibration in device hold at hand

as seen in Fig. 2. Others methods can be seen as tactile using

the tongue to guide, a matrix of motors for vibration in chest

and others, but these techniques are invasive and need a long

time of adaptation and training [15].

What environment these devices are planned to use?
The development of the majority of devices was for general

use, 39 devices for both indoor and outdoor. About specific

applications, 20 more devices are for indoor use than outdoor.

This difference can be explained by the ease to control and

test in indoor scenarios [19].

V. DEEP LEARNING PROPOSITION

After the systematic review, authors get some conclusions

for the development of a useful prototype. Some essential

aspects of a device for sensorial substitution of vision are:
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Fig. 1. Kind of device.

Fig. 2. Device positioning in user.

• The device needs to be easy to use, without training or

little training need. Many devices observed in the research

have a problematic and extensive training, making the

users prefer traditional methods as cane and dogs then

learning another difficult one [15].

• The device needs to have a low price, be accessible,

and easy to obtain. Solutions with good results may be

unavailable to many if they have expensive hardware to

be acquired.

Regarding the answers in section IV, authors chose to use

a smartphone to develop the proposition. Smartphones cover

all tendencies observed by the answers. Authors used the

smartphone camera as a sensor that has a high level of infor-

mation to be worked and also the possibility to use computer

vision. Smartphones are a worldwide spread device, have

proper battery management, easy to be bough, the possibility

of updates from the internet and a lot of already adapted

software and other uses for people with visual impairment.

TABLE II
DEVICE POSITIONING AND SENSOR USED BY OCCURRENCE

Device Positioning
in User Na Sensor Used Na

Glasses 20 Camera 48
Cane 11 Infrared 3

Walker 2 Ultrasonic 19
Clothes 21 GPS 16
Hand 43 RFID and NFC 3

Shoe 4
Accelerometer
and Compass

18

Environment 5 Laser 1
BLE and WiFi 5

Other 9
aNumber of devices and sensors.

Users can hold a smartphone at hand and clothes, and use it

anywhere.
Authors decided not to entirely change the way that a person

with visual impairment interacts with the world, but to help

in problems that they can not solve without the guidance of

other person, like find a small object, a door in a room and

others possibilities.
To solve this kind of problem, the authors needed object

detection in a smartphone. A right approach for this is by

using fast object detection, and for that, authors choose deep

learning techniques like Yolo and RCNN [20]. Like seen in

Fig. 3 a remote could be detected in 120 milliseconds in a

Moto Z2 Force smartphone.

Fig. 3. Test detecting a remote in 120ms.

The framework choose was Tensor Flow Lite. The authors

used it to develop an initial software and start to test the system

with different techniques. The system detects an object that the

user asks to be found by voice recognition, and after that, it

guides the user by voice commands and vibration. The user

has to move the smartphone, and it starts to vibrate if happens

an object detection in the image, after that, the user tries to

set the object in the centre of the camera image, using the

vibration strength and audible direction commands as a guide.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

The research made was split into steps of a systematic map-

ping; they are planning, execution and data analysis showing

criteria for the steps. These criteria made able validation and

reproducibility of this research. It was exposed the protocol

construction, data obtained, and the conclusions get. Following

the protocol, only 92 papers of 418 were considerate relevant

to a systematic mapping of devices for sensory substitution of

vision.
From these 92 papers, some relevant observations were

getting: most devices use cameras as a sensing method to

obtain data from the environment. That happens because

cameras make able to obtain complex data as specific object

detection, dangerous situations and face detection, making it

more accessible to visually impaired people be guided in both

static and dynamic environment [21].
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Other concerning found as a tendency in the papers were

using low cost and multipurpose devices. That is seen by the

use of hardware like smartphones and its sensors as a base for

developing software and an interactive way for user feedback

[18].

From the initial tests of the proposition, the authors notice

that using smartphones for developing a device for sensory

substitution of vision is a feasible way to help millions of

people and that is being possible because of the development

of hardware for smartphones and the possibility of using deep

learning techniques in small and portable devices. [16] [21]

[22]. More tests will be made with a larger group to see the

viability of this approach.
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